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Overview

Process chillers (or chillers) play vital roles in many industrial 
applications. Their primary purpose is to remove heat generated 
from a manufacturing operation or process and transfer that 
energy into a fluid, such as water or glycol. Chillers are designed 
to keep processes within a narrow temperature range and 
achieve the production goals of a given application. Process 
quality and/or manufacturing integrity are dependent upon a 
chiller’s abilities to respond to varying demand loads, absorb the 
heat generated, and provide precise fluid temperature control. 

Industrial process cooling loads are inherently cyclical and 
highly variable — ranging from 0 to 100% — depending on 
application requirements. Whether it’s for plastic injection 
molding, food processing or medical imaging machines, 
process reliability and uptime are critical.

Intensive heat transfer processes also consume an excess 
amount of electricity. As a result, process chiller original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and operators welcome  
any attempts to improve energy efficiencies — some of which 
are often incentivized by state governance. 

Chillers are composed of robust refrigeration systems 
designed for harsh industrial environments. But the  
consistent strain and varying loads of these applications  
often lead to premature equipment failure, inaccurate  
process management and declining energy efficiencies.  
These common system issues can be attributed to a chiller’s 
inability to modulate the speed and capacity of key internal 
components, such as: compressors, flow rate control pumps 
and air-cooled condenser fan motors.

This white paper will explore how enabling variable capacity 
modulation — using variable frequency drives (VFDs) and 
variable speed compressors — in process chiller systems can 
address these common challenges and achieve the tight 
process control required for demanding industrial applications.

Fixed-speed process chiller system challenges
Due to the variable and cyclical nature of process cooling 
applications, chillers must continuously adapt to ever-
changing cooling load demands at different phases of 
manufacturing processes. From process start-up to the 
ramp-up of full production to cool-down and the end of  
the process lifecycle, chillers are responsible for absorbing  
and transferring the full heat load at every stage. 

As production intensities increase and/or decrease, a chiller 
must match the load demand. Depending on the heat 

produced at each stage of the process, a typical process  
chiller load can fluctuate from 0 to 100%. 

In fixed-speed chiller systems, compressors are often cycled  
on and off to achieve process temperature control. Other 
chillers are designed to use a hot gas bypass technique to 
achieve temperature modulation. But both of these traditional 
modulation methods are problematic.

On/off compressor cycling causes excessive wear and tear  
on compressor components; over time, this may degrade 
reliability and reduce compressor lifespan. In the process, 
compressor cycling increases the likelihood of process 
downtime and contributes to high energy costs due to the 
amount of inrush currents from start/stop events. Hot gas 
bypass is not only even more damaging to internal 
componentry, but also is energy-intensive. 

Further, neither compressor cycling nor hot gas bypass 
methods provide the precise temperature control needed  
to match the fluctuations in process demand. These 
thermodynamic strategies also result in lower average  
suction pressure control, which directly correlates to wider 
temperature variances from desired ranges. 

Overall, traditional modulation methods are inefficient and 
pose risks to process cooling integrity and reliability.

Variable capacity modulation opportunities
Process chiller OEMs and end users have opportunities to 
utilize VFDs and variable speed compressors to enable the 
many benefits of precise variable capacity modulation. By 
varying the speeds on the compressor, flow rate on the pump 
motor and related chiller components that rely on fixed-speed 
motors — such as an outdoor air-condenser blower motor — 
process chillers can effectively match fluctuations in process 
cooling load demands.

Couple a VFD with variable speed compressor
By coupling a VFD to a variable speed compressor, the 
compressor can precisely modulate its speed and capacity in 
accordance with ever-changing process conditions. Compared 
to a fixed-speed compressor that cycles on and off, variable 
capacity modulation delivers the following operational and 
performance benefits:

Reduced on/off compressor cycling by up to 
90% improves equipment reliability, process 
uptime and energy efficiency.

90%
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Tight suction pressure control delivers  
precise fluid temperatures and improved  
process cooling performance. 

Variable capacity modulation also enables a chiller to  
maintain higher and more consistent suction pressures  
than in fixed-capacity systems. In addition to delivering  
more precise temperature control, this technique maximizes 
thermodynamic performance and overall system efficiency.

Emerson has designed its Copeland™ variable frequency drives 
and variable speed scroll compressors for maximum 
compatibility in commercial HVACR applications. Variable 
speed scroll compressors provide industry-leading reliability 
and benefit from the use of brushless permanent magnet (BPM) 
motors for improved energy efficiencies. Copeland VFDs are 
offered in two platforms: the EVM series and the EVH series. 
The Copeland VFD, EVM series is ideal for process chiller 
applications that require more advanced motor control. 
Together, these proven components deliver much-needed 
performance enhancements and operational improvements 
over fixed-speed approaches.

To support precise temperature setpoint and suction  
pressure control in refrigeration systems with variable 
capacity modulation, chillers also require the use of proper 
electronic expansion valves (EEVs). Emerson’s stepper 
motor-driven EEVs are designed to provide optimized flow 
control in process chiller applications.

Control the pump flow rate
To displace the heat generated from industrial processes, 
process chillers rely on pumps to push the heat transfer fluid 
through system piping. By adding a VFD to a pump motor, a 
chiller can provide precise flow rate control, varying the fluid’s 
flow rate in tandem with the requirements of each stage in an 
industrial process.

The Copeland VFD, EVM series was designed to support multi-
purpose motors like those in pumps and fans of process chillers. 
They provide reliable motor optimization and capacity control 
algorithms for demanding industrial process cooling applications.

With the potential for multiple VFDs now operating within one 
chiller system, a system-level control device should also be 
integrated to provide seamless VFD coordination among 
various system components. Emerson’s Dixell™ iProCHILL 
(programmable control) or IC series EVO (parametric control) 
provide system-wide VFD coordination for simplified operation.

Achieve condenser head pressure control
For process chillers that utilize an outdoor, air-cooled condenser, 
a VFD can be installed on the blower motor to vary the fan 
speed on the condenser — allowing the condenser to match  
the process load that is being placed on the compressor. 

In addition, varying the fan motor speed allows operators to 
take advantage of low-condensing operation, or the practice  
of floating the condenser head pressure with changes in the 

Managing voltage ambiguity

Managing voltage ambiguity throughout different  
global regions and when converting the AC/DC signals  
of renewable energy sources can be problematic for 
process chiller operators. VFDs can address these 
challenges by managing voltage fluctuations and 
enabling global application flexibility. 

• Allowing an induction motor to accept a much wider 
range of voltages by converting the signal to make it 
compatible with a compressor or motor 

• Converting the signal in solar and wind energy 
production applications using pulse width modulation

EVH

EVM Pro
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outdoor ambient temperature. This technique allows the 
condenser head pressure to float down as the ambient 
temperature starts to drop, thus providing a proportionate 
increase in compressor capacity.

A typical system can achieve 15 to 20%  
energy-efficiency ratio (EER)  
improvements for every 10 °F  
decrease in condenser head pressure. 

The Copeland VFD, EVM series is ideal for controlling condenser 
fan speed and enabling low-condensing operation. EEVs are also 
essential in low-condensing operating for managing a wide range 
of system conditions as the compressor modulates capacity.

Conclusion
As industrial processes fluctuate cyclically from low- to high-
load conditions, process chillers are responsible for adapting to 
these variances, transferring heat loads, and providing precise 
fluid temperature control. Chillers that rely on fixed-speed 
compressors and components are simply unable to match the 
process variability that these critical applications demand. 

Process chiller OEMs and operators can leverage VFDs in many 
ways to improve system reliability, process precision and energy 
efficiency. Emerson provides a full suite of Copeland VFDs  
(EVM and EVH series), variable speed compressors, flow control 
devices and system controllers to enable the many benefits of 
variable capacity modulation in process chiller applications. 

Benefits of variable  
capacity modulation

• Enhanced equipment reliability and uptime 
via reduced start/stops and power fluctuation 
management

• Increased precision and accuracy of temperature  
and humidity control

• Improved energy efficiency via better load matching, 
less cycling on and off, soft start-ups and faster  
pull-downs

• Effective in a wide range of process cooling 
applications

• Decreased, more controllable noise levels

• VFDs becoming more affordable via state incentives 
that can greatly reduce upfront costs

• Accelerated return on investment (ROI) via energy  
and equipment savings

15 to 20%
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